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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The contraction A on a. Hubert space H is said to be p-hyponormal, 0 < p < 1 , if {A*A)» > (AA*)" . Let A be an invertible phyponormal contraction. It is shown that A has C0 completely nonunitary part. Now let H be separable. If A is pure and the defect operator
DA = (1 - A*A)1/2 is of Hubert-Schmidt class, then A £ C10. Let 5* be
a contraction such that B* has C.o completely nonunitary part, DB. is of
Hilbert-Schmidt class, and B* satisfies the property that if the restriction of
B* to an invariant subspace is normal, then the subspace reduces B* . It is
shown that if AX = XB for some quasi-affinity X , then A and B are unitarily equivalent normal contractions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let if be a Hubert space, and let B(H) denote the algebra of operators,
i.e., bounded linear transformations, on H into itself. An operator A e B(H)
is said to be hyponormal if A*A > AA*. The class of semihyponormal or
j-hyponormal, operators was introduced by Xia [12] by weakening the hyponormality condition A*A > AA* to (A*A)XI2> (AA*)XI2. More generally,

A e B(H) is said to be p-hyponormal, 0 < p < 1, if (A*A)p > (AA*)P.
The class of p-hyponormal operators has been studied in a number of papers,
mainly by Xia and Aluthge (see [1, 2, 12, 13] and some of the references in
[2]). Although the class of p-hyponormal operators is independent of the class
of hyponormal operators (there exist p-hyponormal operators which are not hyponormal [1,2, 13]), it is nevertheless true that p-hyponormal operators share
many properties with hyponormal operators (see [2] for some instances of this).
In this note we consider invertible p-hyponormal contractions A, and show
that (just as for hyponormal contractions) the completely nonunitary part of A
is of class C.o . Also it will be shown that (in common with hyponormal contractions) if the Hubert space H is separable, A is pure, and the defect operator
DA is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, then A e CXq. We also prove a Putnam-Fuglede
theorem type commutativity result for p-hyponormal contractions.
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2. Notation

and terminology

The closure of the range and the orthogonal complement of the kernel of an
X e B(H) will be denoted by ran X and ker1 X, respectively. An X e B(H)
is said to be a quasi-affinity if both X and X* have dense range, and A, B e
B(H) are said to be quasi-similar if there exist quasi-affinities X, Y e B(H)
such that AX = XB and BY = YA. We shall denote the (open) unit disc (in
the complex plane) by D, and the boundary of D will be denoted by 3D. The
spectrum, the joint point spectrum, and the point spectrum of an A e B(H)
will be denoted by a(A), OjP(A), and op(A). (The point X = re'e, r > 0,
is said to be in the joint point spectrum of A e B(H), where A has polar
decomposition A = V\A\, if there exist a common eigenvector / ^ 0 of V

and \A\ suchthat Vf = ewf and \A\f = rf.)
The contraction A is said to be c.n.u. (= completely nonunitary) if there
exists no nontrivial reducing subspace i/o of H such that A\Ho is unitary.
We say that the contraction A is of class C.o, A e C.o , if A*n —>0 strongly as
n —>oo and that A e C>. if inf„ H^xH > 0 for all nonzero x e H. The class
Caß , for a, ß = 0, 1, is defined by Caß = Ca. n Cß . The c.n.u. contraction A
belongs to the class Co if there exists an inner function 0 such that 0(A) = 0.
Recall that if A e Co , then amongst all inner functions 0 such that 0(A) = 0
there is a minimal one (i.e., one which is a divisor, in the Hardy space H00 ,
of all others) called the minimal function of A . The defect operator DA of
the contraction A is defined by DA = (1 - A*A)XI2; DA is said to be of the
Hilbert-Schmidt class if trace DA < oc .
3. Results
Throughout the following A will denote an invertible p-hyponormal contraction (0 < p < 1) with polar decomposition

A = V\A\,

V unitary and \A\ > 0.

The contraction A will be defined by
(1)

A = \A\X'2V\A\X'2,

and it will be assumed that A has polar decomposition

Â= V\A\.
The contraction W will be defined by

(2)

w = \Â\l/2v\Â\l/2.

Then A is similar to W ; and if 0 < p < j , then W is hyponormal [2,

Corollary 3.3].
Theorem 1. The c.n.u. part of A is of class C.o •
Proof. By Löwner's theorem [7] a /?-hyponormal operator is <7-hyponormal for
q < p. Hence if \ < p < 1 and A is p-hyponormal, then A is ¿¡r-hyponormal
for 0 < q < j . Thus it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 0 < p < \ .
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Suppose A is c.n.u. Let (0 ¿)y e H, and let {y„} be the sequence defined
by v« = A*ny. Then {||j>„||} is a monotonie decreasing bounded numerical
sequence which converges to its greatest lower bound py (say). We have two
.possibilities: either py = 0 or py > 0. If py = 0 for all y e H, then A e C.o
and we are done; if py > 0, then let M be the subspace

M = {y e H : 0 < py < \\A*"y\\, n = 0, 1, 2, ...}.
Then there exists a co-isometry U and a quasi-affinity X such that

AX = XU
(this follows from the proof of [8, Proposition II.5.3]). Define the quasi-affinity
S by S = \Â\-X/2V*\A\~X/2V*X;Xhen

(3)

WS = SU,

where W is hyponormal. By the Putnam-Fuglede theorem for hyponormal W
and co-hyponormal U applied to (3) we conclude that W and U are unitarily
equivalent unitary operators [10]. Since A is similar to W, A is similar to a
unitary operator, and so a (A) ç 3D.
Recall that
||^41|= rsv(A) (= spectral radius of A )

[2, Theorem 3.1] and
"^

" = min{|z|: zeo(A)}

[2, Theorem 3.12(3)]. Hence \\A\\= \\A-X\\= 1. We have
\\Ax\\k < \\x\\k = llxH||jc||*-' = \\A-kAkx\\ \\x\\k-x < \\Akx\\\\x\\k-x
for given natural numbers k > 2 and all x e M. Consequently, A is kparanormal. (An operator T is said to be k-paranormal on H if ||rx||fc <
|| 7*x11||.x||*_1 for all x e H.) Since a /c-paranormal contraction similar to
a unitary is unitary [3, Corollary 1], M reduces A and A\M is unitary—a
contradiction. Hence A e C.o .

Corollary 1. If AXB = X for some contraction B* with C.o c.n.u. part and
operator X, then ranX reduces A, kerxZ reduces B*, and ^|ranX and
B*\ ker1 X are unitarily equivalent unitary operators.
Proof. Since A has C.o c.n.u. part, [4, Theorem 2(a)] applies.
It is immediate from Theorem 1 that the pure part of A (i.e., the completely
p-hyponormal part of A ) has representation of type

I o cxoJTakahashi and Uchiyama [11, Theorem 4] have shown that a pure hyponormal
contraction B (on a separable Hilbert space H) with the defect operator DB
in the Hilbert-Schmidt class (denoted in the sequel by C2) if of class Cio. That
this result holds for A such that DA e C2 is the content of our next theorem.
We shall assume henceforth that our Hilbert space H is separable.
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Theorem 2. If A is pure and DA e C2, then A e C-o.
Proof. We start by considering the case 0 < p < j . Then the contraction A
(of (1)) is (p + ^-hyponormal and so semihyponormal
Löwner's theorem. This implies

(= ¿-hyponormal) by

V*\A\V> \A\ > V\A\V*.
Set T = V*\A\V and S = \A\; then
\A\2 = Â*Â= \A\l'2V\A\V\A\*>2 = SX'2TSX'2 > Sl'2+l'2+l = S2 = \A\2

(see Furuta [6]). Hence

\Â\x'2v*\Â\v\Â\x'2
> \a\2>\a\2
and

(1 -A*A)= 1 -\A\2 > 1 -\Â\lf2V*\Â\V\Â\1'2 = 1 - W*W (>0).
Since DAeC2, Dw e C2. The contraction W being hyponormal, and similar
to A, is of class C.o (since A is, by Theorem 1). Hence W has direct sum
decomposition Wq®Wx0, where IV0e Co and Wx0e C.0 [11, Theorems 1 and
4]. Also, W0 is normal, so that o(W0) = op(Wq) c D is countable [8, Theorem

III.5.1].
Suppose A has a nontrivial Coo part- Then

A = ( 0° A ) '

where A° e C°° and Ax G Cl° '

The similarity of A and W implies the existence of invertible operators Y =
[Yij]2M and Z = [Z,7]2>7=1
(Z~x = Y) suchthat AY = YW and ZA = WZ .
Since AXY2X= Y2XIV0and Z2XA0 = WX0Z2X,Y2X= 0 = Z2X . Thus A0YXX=

YxxWqand ZxxAq = WQZXX,where Yxx and Zxx are injective. Consequently,
A0 and W0 are quasi-similar

C0 contractions

[9, Theorem

1] and so have the

same spectrum [8]. Thus o(Aq) = op(Ao) c D is countable.
Let mAo denote the minimal function of A(¡. Then since Ax has empty
point spectrum, the point spectrum of A consists of the zeros of mAo. Since
Ojp(A) = Op(A) (see [13; 2, Theorem 3.8]) and the eigenspaces of V reduce A
(see [13; 2, Theorem 3.5]), A = Aq © Ax . We assert that Aq is normal: this
would then imply that A could not have a nontrivial Coo part and hence that
A e Cio (completing thereby the proof for the case 0 < p < \).
Let B = V\A0\P; then B is a hyponormal contraction with a(B) = op(B) =
r(a(A0)) = r(op(A0)), where x(reie) = rpeie [2, Theorem 3.14]. Since a(B) =
Op(B) is countable, a(B) has zero Lebesgue area measure, implying thereby
that B is normal. Thus
0 = B*B - BB* = (A*0A0)p- (A0A*0)P,

i.e., Aq is normal.
To complete the proof we note (as before) that if A is p-hyponormal, \ <
p < 1 , then A is <7-hyponormal for q < p . Hence the argument above applies.
We prove now a Putnam-Fuglede theorem for p-hyponormal contractions. It
will be assumed in the following theorem that the contraction B* satisfies the
property: If the restriction of B* to an invariant subspace is normal, then the
subspace reduces B*.
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Theorem 3. If AX = XB for some quasi-affinity X and contraction B*, with
C.o c.n.u. part, satisfying DB. e C2, then A and B are unitarily equivalent
normal contractions.

Proof. Let S be the quasi-affinity S = \Â\-XI2V*\A\-XI2VX. Then, with W
as defined in (2), WS = SB. Since W is hyponormal, W and B are unitarily
equivalent normal contractions of type unitary ©Co (apply [5, Theorem 1']).
Since A is similar to W, AY = YW for some invertible operator Y. We show
that A has no pure part. For suppose that A has the direct sum decomposition
A = An @ Ac, where An is normal and Ac e C.o is pure. Decompose W
by W = Wu © Wq, where Wu is unitary and Wq e Co is normal, and let
Y have the corresponding matrix representation Y = [Y¡j]2 ,_, . Then, since
ACY2X= Y2XWU,Y2X = 0.

We have ACY22 = Y22W0 or ^(^ke^

r22) =

(I22I ker-1"Y22)(W¿\ kerx Y22)*. Since Y22 has dense range and W0 e C0 is
normal, Ac e Co arid a(Ac) = ap(Ac) c D is countable. Since Ac is phyponormal, an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2 shows
that Ac is normal—a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Recall that given a C10 contraction B* there exists an isometry L and a

quasi-affinity Z satisfying LZ = ZB*. Hence if AX = XB, B* e Cxo, for
some quasi-affinity X , then AXZ* = XZ*L*. Applying Theorem 3 it follows
that A is unitarily equivalent to a unitary operator. Hence
||Ajc|| = \\AnXx\\ = \\XBnx\\ < \\X\\ \\Bnx\\ ^ 0 as n -> oc

for all x e H. We have:
Corollary 2. There exists no quasi-affinity X such that AX = XB for some C-o
contraction B*.
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